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O. Learn first --- Oh thou who aspirest unto our ancient Order! --- that Equilibrium is
the basis of the Work. If thou thyself hast not a sure foundation, whereon wilt thou
stand to direct the forces of Nature?
1. Know then, that as man is born into this world amidst the Darkness of Matter,
and the strife of contending forces; so must his first endeavour be to seek the Light
through their reconciliation.
2. Thou then, who hast trials and troubles, rejoice because of them, for in them is
Strength, and by their means is a pathway opened unto that Light.
3. How should it be otherwise, O man, whose life is but a day in Eternity, a drop in
the Ocean of time; how, were thy trials not many, couldst thou purge thy soul from
the dross of earth?
Is it but now that the Higher Life is beset with dangers and difficulties; hath it not
ever been so with the Sages and Hierophants of the past? They have been
persecuted and reviled, they have been tormented of men; yet through this also
has their Glory increased.
4. Rejoice therefore, O Initiate, for the greater thy trial the greater thy Triumph.
When men shall revile thee, and speak against thee falsely, hath not the Master
said, "Blessed art thou!"?
5. Yet, oh aspirant, let thy victories bring thee not Vanity, for with increase of
Knowledge should come increase of Wisdom. He who knoweth little, thinketh he
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knoweth much; but he who knoweth much hath learned his own ignorance. Seest
thou a man wise in his own conceit? There is more hope of a fool, than of him.
6. Be not hasty to condemn others; how knowest thou that in their place, thou
couldest have resisted the temptation? And even were it so, why shouldst thou
despise one who is weaker than thyself?
7. Thou therefore who desirest Magical Gifts, be sure that thy soul is firm and
steadfast; for it is by flattering thy weaknesses that the Weak Ones will gain power
over thee. Humble thyself before thy Self, yet fear neither man not spirit. Fear is
failure, and the forerunner of failure: and courage is the beginning of virtue.
8. Therefore fear not the Spirits, but be firm and courteous with them; for thou hast
no right to despise or revile them; and this too may lead thee astray. Command
and banish them, curse them by the Great Names if need be; but neither mock nor
revile them, for so assuredly wilt thou be lead into error.
9. A man is what he maketh himself within the limits fixed by his inherited destiny;
he is a part of mankind; his actions affect not only what he calleth himself, but also
the whole universe.
10. Worship and neglect not, the physical body which is thy temporary connection
with the outer and material world. Therefore let thy mental Equilibrium be above
disturbance by material events; strengthen and control the animal passions,
discipline the emotions and the reason, nourish the Higher Aspirations.
11. Do good unto others for its own sake, not for reward, not for gratitude from
them, not for sympathy. If thou art generous, thou wilt not long for thine ears to be
tickled by expressions of gratitude.
12. Remember that unbalanced force is evil; that unbalanced severity is but cruelty
and oppression; but that also unbalanced mercy is but weakness which would
allow and abet Evil. Act passionately; think rationally; be Thyself.
13. True ritual is as much action as word; it is Will.
14. Remember that this earth is but an atom in the universe, and that thou thyself
art but an atom thereon, and that even couldst thou become the God of this earth
whereon thou crawlest and grovellest, that thou wouldest, even then, be but an
atom, and one amongst many.
15. Nevertheless have the greatest self-respect, and to that end sin not against
thyself. The sin which is unpardonable is knowingly and wilfully to reject truth, to
fear knowledge lest that knowledge pander not to thy prejudices.
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16. To obtain Magical Power, learn to control thought; admit only those ideas that
are in harmony with the end desired, and not every stray and contradictory Idea
that presents itself.
17. Fixed thought is a means to an end. Therefore pay attention to the power of
silent thought and meditation. The material act is but the outward expression of thy
thought, and therefore hath it been said that "the thought of foolishness is sin."
Thought is the commencement of action, and if a chance thought can produce
much effect, what cannot fixed thought do?
18. Therefore, as hath already been said, Establish thyself firmly in the equilibrium
of forces, in the centre of the Cross of the Elements, that Cross from whose centre
the Creative Word issued in the birth of the Dawning Universe.
19. Be thou therefore prompt and active as the Sylphs, but avoid frivolity and
caprice; be energetic and strong like the Salamanders, but avoid irritability and
ferocity; be flexible and attentive to images like the Undines, but avoid idleness and
changeability; be laborious and patient like the Gnomes, but avoid grossness and
avarice.
20. So shalt thou gradually develop the powers of thy soul, and fit thyself to
command the Spirits of the elements. For wert thou to summon the Gnomes to
pander to thine avarice, thou wouldst no longer command them, but they would
command thee. Wouldst thou abuse the pure beings of the woods and mountains
to fill thy coffers and satisfy thy hunger of Gold? Wouldst thou debase the Spirits of
Living Fire to serve thy wrath and hatred? Wouldst thou violate the purity of the
Souls of the Waters to pander to thy lust of debauchery? Wouldst thou force the
Spirits of the Evening Breeze to minister to thy folly and caprice? Know that with
such desires thou canst but attract the Weak, not the Strong, and in that case the
Weak will have power over thee.
21. In the true religion there is no sect, therefore take heed that thou blaspheme
not the name by which another knoweth his God; for if thou do this thing in Jupiter
thou wilt blaspheme HB:Heh HB:Vau HB:Heh HB:Yod and in Osiris HB:Heh
HB:Vau HB:Shin HB:Heh HB:Yod . Ask and ye shall have! Seek, and ye shall find!
Knock, and it shall be opened unto you!
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Holy Ritual Magic: The Vision of John Cassian in the Clerical Underground

An already substanƟal and growing body of evidence indicates that a great deal of magical literature in the middle ages was produced by an underground culture of monks and clerics1 forming illicit sodaliƟes across both Western and
Eastern Europe. This is especially true of medieval texts of ritual magic.2 It’s no longer terribly controversial to point out
that this was likely a reality of monasƟc life from at least the twelŌh century onward. However, there is liƩle consensus
on what may have moƟvated monks to engage in pracƟces which were condemned by the Roman church. Several plausible moƟves have been suggested. Magic has a powerful hold on the human psyche, promising riches, long life, love, and
other comforts. This is surely no less appealing to the majority of monks than anyone else. AddiƟonally, in monasteries where discipline had been relaxed, there was ample opportunity for youthful oblates to get into trouble, and older
monks to become bored, and adventures oīered by the unusual ritual pracƟces of magic would have appealed to both.
My aim in this essay is to argue that a deeper moƟve was likely at work, though not to the exclusion of all others.
SpeciĮcally, I will argue that the premise of monasƟcism as envisioned by the discredited fathers Origen of Alexandria
and John Cassian exerted a powerful, though perhaps largely subconscious, inŇuence on the goals and methods of monasƟc vocaƟon. This inŇuence tended towards endorsing a kind of spiritual self-conĮdence, under which a person could,
by the power of his own eīort, aƩain spiritual giŌs. The goals of magic were in many cases diĸcult to disƟnguish from
the goals of mysƟcism as conceived by Origen, and to the monks of medieval Europe who pracƟced such mysƟcism, the
pracƟces of magic were enƟrely coherent with, and enhancing to, the purpose and plan of monasƟc life.

SecƟon II—IntroducƟon to Terminology and Evidence for MonasƟc PracƟce of Magic
Academic discussions of magic in the medieval period usually begin by dividing surviving magical texts into two
categories: image magic texts and ritual magic texts. The former are characterized by their relaƟvely short length and
emphasis on the producƟon of images or objects by the following of some procedure which was supposed to imbue
them with a magical eīect.3 The laƩer are characterized by their longer length and emphasis on detailed and elaborate
ritual instrucƟon by which spirits of either demonic or angelic disposiƟon were conjured, bound and deployed to the
aƩainment of some goal.4 This division is largely convenƟonal, as aspects of one kind of magical text tend to bleed into
those in another. Ritual magic oŌen employs images, and conversely, manuscripts of image magic oŌen prescribe simple
rituals. Nevertheless, manuscripts of magic from the medieval period are idenƟĮable as predominantly one or the other.
Image magic texts are relaƟvely common, suggesƟng that at least some forms of image magic were both widely pracƟced and generally tolerated. Typically, image magic consisted in the producƟon of images (hence the name)
following a certain formula. Most commonly, such images took the form of talismans or other small objects, constructed
at an astrologically appropriate Ɵme and of appropriate materials, with the goal of enduing the image with the magical
eĸcacy of some (usually astrological) force. But the general framework was oŌen stretched well beyond this paradigm.
Conceptually, image magic included the producƟon of cruciĮxes, statues of the Virgin Mary, and other iconography—acƟviƟes obviously not merely tolerated but condoned by the medieval church and medieval civil authoriƟes. To the extent
that such images were meant to have any kind of magical eīect, such as protecƟon from disaster or disease or the inspiraƟon of piety, they were nevertheless explicitly magical. It is not known how many manuscripts of image magic survive,
though the number is considerable, and is likely in the hundreds.5 Given the fact that image magic was largely tolerated

1
It’s useful here to note that literally none of the ritual magical literature of the high and late medieval
periods was likely written either by or for women, and so for this reason, masculine terms are used predominantly in this paper. While there should be little doubt that women engaged in magical practices just as did men, for
reasons that are not clear, the medieval grimoires which have survived are written exclusively by and for men.
Almost all, for example, include ritual instructions for a man to procure the love and favor of a woman—but
none include instructions for women to procure love from either a man or another woman. A recent analysis
by Frank Klaasen confirms this view. See: Klaassen, Frank (2007) “Learning and Masculinity in Manuscripts of
Ritual Magic in the Later Middle Ages and the Renaissance,” The Sixteenth Century Journal, 38:1 pp 49-76.
2
Evidence for this claim will be reviewed in the next section.
3
Klaassen, Frank (2003) “Medieval Ritual Magic in the Renaissance,” Aries, 3:2 pp 168-70.
4
Klaassen, “Medieval Ritual Magic,” pp 170-4.
5
Klaassen, “Medieval Ritual Magic,” pp 177-81.
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in the demesne of the Roman church, it is perhaps ironic that the most prominent grimoire of image magic in the medieval period, The Picatrix, is now known to have come to Europe through Muslim Spain, having originated in probably the
tenth or eleventh centuries in North Africa.6
By contrast, a recent study found only ninety-one surviving manuscripts of ritual magic in the major libraries of
Europe.7 These date almost exclusively to the thirteenth through the ĮŌeenth centuries. All are wriƩen, either parƟally
or completely, in LaƟn; of those composed parƟally in LaƟn, the majority of the diīerence is wriƩen in either Hebrew or
Greek, with pracƟcally no use of vernacular.8 Most contain at least a few references to classical literature.9 Most display
ownership marks which indicate they were owned by monks.10 Most are copies of books of ritual magic with occasional elaboraƟons and frequent marginalia. The most commonly copied is the Ars Notoria, though other common works
include Liber Iuratus and The Sworn Book of Honorius. These works all include ritual instrucƟon for the obtaining of intellectual and spiritual giŌs. For example, The Sworn Book of Honorius contains instrucƟons for a twenty-eight-day-long
ritual whose purpose is to produce in the ritualist the beaƟĮc vision, for which many monks struggled their enƟre lives.11
Other goals included the procurement of wealth, the aƩainment of a prelacy, protecƟon from disease or injury, the exorcism of evil spirits, and the procurement of the love or favor of a woman by a man, as well as the means to keep trysts
enƟrely secret.12 Many of the rituals require access to the services of a priest, such as the producƟon of a consecrated
host or water blessed for bapƟsm. These medieval grimoires include rituals of many diverse kinds, including the producƟon of images. But most commonly, they instruct the magician to perform a ritual for the summoning of a spirit, either
angelic or demonic. Not surprisingly, the manners in which demons and angels are summoned and commanded are very
diīerent. Demons are summoned through the use of magical conjuraƟons which retain a remarkable consistency across
grimoires, while angels are conjured through a more diverse array of techniques.
From all these facts we can deduce a few things. It is almost certain that these books were largely owned by
individuals capable of reading at least LaƟn, and perhaps also Hebrew and Greek. These were men who were religiously
and ceremonially inclined, with at least a beƩer-than-usual access to clerical services. The owners were exclusively male.
They were interested in many of the things in which most men are interested (money, protecƟon from injury or disease,
sex), but also in the pursuits of learning and religious endeavor. Direct internal evidence from the manuscripts indicates
at least half were monks. And when we consider a cross-secƟon of late medieval society, monks, or at least those with
monasƟc educaƟon and training, are among the most likely as candidates for majority ownership of these manuscripts.
In parƟcular, the fact that we are looking for individuals Ňuent in LaƟn with at least an acquaintance with Greek and
Hebrew suggests that we should look to the elite of the educated of the Ɵme. Though this does not exclude ordained
clergy, it suggests the owners of these manuscripts had enough available Ɵme and access to materials to study biblical
languages, more a province of the inhabitants of monasteries than working clergy. Again, clerics, and monks in parƟcular, seem the most likely candidates for majority ownership of the total manuscripts to have existed.
Majority ownership does not imply that all such manuscripts were owned by monks or friars, or that only monks
or friars parƟcipated in ritual magic. Records of prosecuƟons for magic from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries
suggest that a range of individuals, from lay persons to minor aristocracy, priests as well as monks and friars, and even an
anƟ-pope (Benedict the XIIIth, r. 1394-1423) were accused of such pracƟces.13 Nevertheless, both internal evidence from
the manuscripts as already discussed, and external evidence, implies that friars and monks were thought of as the most
proliĮc pracƟcers of ritual magic. For example, in 1473, Pope Sixtus the IVth (r. 1471-84) instructed the vicar of the Bishop
of Bologna to invesƟgate rumors that a group of local Franciscan friars had been preaching that summoning a demon for
the purpose of obtaining informaƟon was not hereƟcal.14 The majority of inquisitorial records from the fourteenth and

6
Greer, John Michael and Warnock, Christopher (2010) The Picatrix: Liber Atraeus Edition. New York:
Adocentyn Press, p 11.
7
Klaassen, “Medieval Ritual Magic,” pp 181-4.
8
Klaassen, “Learning and Masculinity,” p. 54, see also ff. p. 50.
9
Klaassen, “Learning and Masculinity,” ff. p 50.
10
Klaasseen, “Learning and Masculinity,” p 54.
11
Klaassen, Frank, “Learning and Masculinity,” p 54.
12
Kieckhefer, Richard (2000) Magic in the Middle Ages, UK: Cambridge University Press, p 158.
13
Kieckhefer, Richard (1997) Forbidden Rites: A Necromancer’s Manual of the Fifteenth Century. Philadelphia: Pennsylvania State University Press, pp 1-8.
14
For discussion of this incident, see: Herzig, Tamar (2011) “The Demons and the Friars: Illicit Magic and
Mendicant Rivalry in Rennaissance Bologna,” Renaissance Quarterly, 64:4 pp 1025-1058.
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ĮŌeenth centuries, where anyone is accused of the pracƟce of ritual magic, were records of monks or friars on trial.15
And while no doubt some of these charges were disingenuous, false, or brought for ulterior reasons, there is also nothing parƟcularly surprising or contradictory about any of the accused, including especially monks and friars, dabbling or
immersing themselves in ritual magic.
The evidence as it currently exists is not suĸcient to indicate how many monks or friars, were ritual magicians.
While it is likely that most individuals in the medieval period parƟcipated in some kind of magic, such parƟcipaƟon was
likely conĮned to simple forms of image magic in the vast majority of people. This is certainly the case for medieval clergy, who were parƟcipaƟng in such magic simply by donning a rosary which had been prayed over at certain supposedly
favorable hours, for no other purpose than as a reminder of spiritual vocaƟon. Nevertheless, a “clerical underground,”
as Richard Kieckhefer has called it, no doubt existed.16 And while this underground likely consisted of a small minority of
individuals across all orders of monks and friars, there is some evidence to suggest that they were at least loosely organized into connected sodaliƟes.
The main evidence for this comes from eīorts to trace the origins of late medieval ritual magic literature. One
such strain has recently been idenƟĮed and named aŌer an infamous grimoire of the Renaissance: goeƟa. GoeƟa was, in
HellenisƟc terminology, a disƟnct kind of magic from theurgia.17 This laƩer kind of magic was a divine magic; the power
of a theurgist derived from a god or some other divine being. GoeƟa, by contrast, was primarily chthonic. A pracƟcer
of goeƟa—a goes—was in truck with sinister and shadowy forces, and was oŌen thought to pracƟce blatant necromancy. InteresƟngly, the classiĮcaƟon did not turn on the goals of the magic in quesƟon. Though such situaƟons were not
typical, theurgists could use their magic for harmful ends, and pracƟcers of goeƟa could use their magic to cure disease
or for other comparaƟvely good ends.
Jake StraƩon-Kent has convincingly argued that the goeƟc strain of ritual magic—the strain which deals with the
summoning of certain speciĮc demons with recognizably common names across diīerent books of ritual magic—originates in pre-classical chthonic strains of Greek and EgypƟan magic.18 Certain pracƟces of goeƟa are to be found (in ChrisƟanized form) in the manuscripts of ritual magic. The conjuraƟons, to be said by a suĸciently prepared ritualist under
proper circumstances for the purpose of summoning a demon, are characterisƟcally goeƟc in character. These demons
are loosely standardized into a set in the medieval grimoires, but can be traced through earlier ByzanƟne manuscripts to
HellenisƟc sources. The goeƟc material is recognizably based on material found in the Greek Magical Papyri, and in turn,
the material in the Papyri draws heavily on pre-classical Greek and EgypƟan magic. The conjuraƟons of goeƟa exhibit a
consistent set of properƟes across ritual magic texts, properƟes which are traceable to Orphic hymns recorded in anƟquity. The Greek Magical Papyri are the main source of transmission of those hymns into HellenisƟc magical tradiƟons, and
through to ByzanƟne magical grimoires. But, these papyri had been lost by the medieval period—or at least, if they had
not been, whoever did know of them kept it secret. Whence, then, the clear traceable inŇuence? StraƩon-Kent argues
that the goeƟc material in the medieval grimoires must have been assembled from fragmentary sources spread throughout Europe and the near east during the medieval period, and that such an eīort, despite the fact that it took centuries,
could only have been the work of an organized group.19 It took a group of like-minded individuals recognizing, recovering, and collaƟng bits of informaƟon found by happenstance over a long period to create the goeƟc tradiƟon. Without a
group at least loosely organized, such scant informaƟon as would have been encountered would have been ignored and
forgoƩen. Put more simply, the goeƟc material in medieval books of ritual magic is symbolically coherent enough not
to have been the product of mere random accreƟon, especially given its resemblance to material in the Greek Magical
Papyri. This is indicaƟve of the work of a group with purpose. How such a group may have worked, who speciĮcally they
were, and other such details have not come to light—only the result of their labor remains.
Scholarly consensus is converging on the noƟon that the pracƟce of ritual magic was a feature of monasƟc and
clerical life in the medieval period. The interesƟng quesƟon is not so much whether or not at least some monks and friars or other clerics were ritual magicians. The interesƟng quesƟon is why they were, especially given the condemnaƟon

15
Kieckhefer, Richard, Magic in the Middle Ages, p 153, pp 176-93.
16
Kieckhefer, Richard, Magic in the Middle Ages, p 153.
17
Smith, Morton (1978) Jesus the Magician, New York: Barnes and Noble Books, pp 68-76.
18
The ensuing discussion in this paper barely scratches the surface of Stratton-Kent’s argument, and is at
best a simplification (though an accurate one) of one part of an investigation of the origins of goetic magic which
spans two volumes. For the entire study, see: Stratton-Kent, Jake (2010) Geosophia, 2 vols. UK: Scarlet Imprint,
esp. Vol 1, pp 91-107, 123-41, 292-305, and also Vol 2, pp 13-19, 53-61, 68-85, 201-97.
19
Stratton-Kent, Geosophia, pp 156-69.
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by the church of such pracƟces. Can it be chalked up to a few rebellious souls, or even simple thrill-seeking? AŌer all, a
certain porƟon of any populaƟon, no maƩer how seemingly devout, is moƟvated to break custom and regulaƟon. In the
remainder of the paper, I will argue that this explanaƟon is unlikely to be suĸcient. Rather, parƟcipaƟon in ritual magic
was likely viewed by at least some parƟcipants as enƟrely coherent with the goals of monasƟc and religious life.

SecƟon III—Cassian and AugusƟn: The Origins of MonasƟcism
A number of moƟves have been suggested to account for the rise of ChrisƟan monasƟcism in late anƟquity. The
Įrst monks and nuns were individuals who led eremiƟc lives in the EgypƟan and Syrian deserts starƟng in the late third
century; a collecƟon of sayings of these monks and nuns came to be published, in the sixth century, as The Sayings of the
Desert Fathers, and this work is generally taken to be at least indicaƟve of the temperament and moƟves of these early
monasƟcs, even if some details are scribal confabulaƟons.20 Those moƟves, in turn, emerge quite clearly from the text.
In its earliest days, ChrisƟanity had been a religion of the sincere. Those who converted to ChrisƟanity did so, in almost
all cases (or so it appears to have been thought by the desert monks) out of genuine reverence and respect for its ideals.
In short, ChrisƟans believed deeply in Christ and lived accordingly. But by the Edict of Milan, it became proĮtable in
pecuniary terms to convert to ChrisƟanity. The religion itself became corrupt thanks to the inŇuence of many who were
ostensibly ChrisƟan, but at heart pagan, and mainly aŌer material wealth and power. AssociaƟon with such people, and
indeed with people in general, led to spiritual confusion. The cure for this confusion lay in living an asceƟc lifestyle in the
desert, devoted to prayer and contemplaƟon.
This desert spiritualism spread to Europe via a number of channels. One of the earliest of these, and arguably
the most important, is the work, both literary and pracƟcal, of John Cassian (c. 360-435). In addiƟon to wriƟng two
major works, The InsƟtutes of CenobiƟcism and The Conferences of the Desert Fathers, Cassian founded a group of
monasteries near Marseilles which eventually became the Abbey of St. Victor. Cassian was a contemporary of AugusƟn
(354-430), and had studied under Evagrius PonƟcus (345-399), himself a disciple of Origen of Alexandria (c. 184-253).21
Cassian’s wriƟngs are recognizably similar to Origen’s in terms of the theological posiƟons he takes, and through Origen,
Cassian held a healthy respect for the asceƟc rigors of the desert monks, as well as a belief in the necessity of grace.22
However, he was also, like Origen, opƟmisƟc that human beings could, through their own eīorts, aƩain spiritual giŌs.23
These two aƫtudes Įt together seamlessly; asceƟc pracƟce is a kind of work, an eīort to stem the bodily and emoƟonal
moƟvaƟons that Įnd normal expression in most human beings. By doing this work, monks are thought to aƩain special
spiritual giŌs unavailable to those who do not undertake asceƟc morƟĮcaƟons. But the decision to undertake such work,
and the will to sƟck with it through its many aŋicƟve moments, is owned by the human being undertaking the monasƟc eīort in Cassian’s view, as in Origen’s. For this reason, the monasƟc path to aƩain spiritual giŌs is one which anyone
could walk; though for Origen as for other church fathers it was necessary for God to grant the qualiƟes necessary to perform the work of a monk, He has given those qualiƟes to everyone.24 Human beings are therefore, according to Origen
(and hence Cassian) free to do what is necessary to purge sin and aƩain salvaƟon or other spiritual giŌs.
AugusƟn saw danger in this doctrine. It denigrates both God’s omnipotence and omniscience. If human beings
have the sole power to choose their fate, then God cannot have such power. Nor can He know, in any given case, how
human beings will ulƟmately be disposed in the aŌerlife, unƟl each human being makes the requisite decisions. In a
series of exchanges with Cassian and a group of monasteries founded by Cassian in southern France, AugusƟn propounds
a strong doctrine of predesƟnaƟon, which he had already deployed against Pelagianism. For AugusƟn, human beings
are wholly incapable of eīecƟng their own salvaƟon or the purgaƟon of sin. Grace to do so is granted by God, and God
does not grant such grace to every person—God grants only the capacity to receive such grace should it be granted.25 In
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a larger sense, for AugusƟn, human beings are predesƟned; our talents and procliviƟes the result of how God made us.
In Cassian’s view, this provided no moƟve to take monasƟc vows or to do spiritual work of any kind. AugusƟn’s response,
though logically adequate, doesn’t respect our internal experience of being at least parƟally self-determining. For AugusƟn, those predesƟned to aƩain grace will live lives accordingly, precisely because God has made them to do so. Monks
(as well as everyone else) have the illusion of choice, but in fact, monks are monks because they could not have been
otherwise—and so it is for all people, from kings to serfs, clerics to laity. For AugusƟn, it is beƩer to sacriĮce noƟons of
human free will to preserve the absolute omnipotence and omniscience of God.
In this early split we can see mirrored a split in the theology which funded the Church of Rome for the next
seventeen centuries. UlƟmately, the theology of AugusƟn became oĸcial doctrine and consequently the theology of
Cassian and Origen, though not declared hereƟcal, was denigrated. It nevertheless remained inŇuenƟal, in part because
it agrees with human intuiƟons about our own agency and acƟons. One aspect of lived experience, as brieŇy menƟoned
above, is that human beings make decisions and act upon them without imposiƟon from some external source. This
intuiƟon is quite strong—though whether it is one that can ulƟmately be grounded remains an open quesƟon. Nevertheless, few people live their lives as if every acƟon is predesƟned to happen and every thought predesƟned to arise.
Champions of predesƟnaƟon dismiss these senƟments as illusion, but if it is illusion, it is a powerful and well-wrought
illusion.26 Applied to the subject at hand, it seems intuiƟvely doubƞul that many monks or friars in the medieval period
took themselves to be predesƟned to have taken their vows. The quesƟon at hand, then, is a quesƟon about human
moƟves, without regard to the ulƟmate source of those moƟves (i.e. God or the human psyche). To the extent that medieval monks and friars believe that their work is the product of moƟvaƟons which they themselves own, and which they
accomplish through their own eīorts, they agree with Origen and Cassian in these points, rather than with AugusƟn.
The goal of monasƟc life, and of clerical life, is therefore quite simple: to aƩain spiritual giŌs through the voluntary and
self-owned decision to begin, and discipline to maintain, rigorous mysƟcal or asceƟc pracƟce.
It’s worth noƟcing here that the various regula by which monks lived their lives, as well as the rites pracƟced by
ordained clergy in parish churches in the high and late medieval periods, are themselves either rituals, or highly ritualisƟc in nature. The Rule of St. Benedict forms the plan of each day for monks living under its strictures. What room
there is in the rule for deviance is minimal; in eīect, the enƟre lives of monks become simply one long ritual whose goal
is to produce a certain eīect—namely, the granƟng of spiritual giŌs. Similarly, the performance of the mass, or the rite
of bapƟsm, is the performance of rituals, each with its own speciĮc goal. The lines between these kinds of rituals, and
those prescribed in the manuscripts of ritual magic, are blurred by the fact that life was essenƟally ritualisƟc for clerics
and monks in the middle ages.
It is perhaps no surprise that AugusƟn and Origen had somewhat diīering views about both how to disƟnguish
magic from ChrisƟan ritual or miracle stories, and also the moral status of magic. For AugusƟn, magic was wholly despicable and to be condemned in the strongest possible terms. He did not make disƟncƟons between goeƟa and theurgia.
Though he was careful to separate miracles from magic, for AugusƟn, the source of magical power can only be demonic.
Any kind of magic is therefore anathema according to AugusƟn. But the lines of disƟncƟon between miracles and magical eīects, and between ChrisƟan rituals such as the mass and the rituals of magicians, are not clearly delineated for AugusƟn. On the one hand, he disƟnguishes magic from miracle based on the eīects of each.27 Miracles bring about lawful
eīects such as the strengthening of faith and the giving of tesƟmony to the law. But miracles are also disƟnguished from
magic by the manner in which they are brought about—by simple faith and not by ritual acƟon.28 The laƩer criterion
seems to be the crucial one; AugusƟn’s harshest condemnatory language is aimed at those who pracƟce ritual and incantaƟon. The language he uses to disƟnguish the ends of magic from the ends of miracles is rather less vituperous.
Though Origen also condemned magic, his posiƟon was less nuanced and more in line with classical tradiƟon, as
can be seen in the following passage:
If then we succeeded in the preceding passage in showing the nature of powerful
names, some of which are used by the erudite of Egypt, or by those of the magi among
the Persians who are skilled in words, or the Brahmins among Indian philosophers, of
the Samaneans, and so on in each of the naƟons; and if we were able to demonstrate
that the so-called magic also is not, as followers of Epicurus and Aristotle think, an
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enƟrely chaoƟc aīair but, as those skilled in such maƩers show, a connected system
comprising words known to a very few persons; then we aĸrm that the name Sabaoth
and Adonai and others handed down among the Hebrews with great solemnity live not
within the scope of accidental and created things but pertain to a certain mysƟcal theology, concerned with the Creator of all things.29

Here, Origen seems to be acknowledging what AugusƟn could not—that theurgia is separable from goeƟa, and that
there are separate sources of magical power, among them, God. By avoiding the condemnaƟon of all forms of magic,
Origen has expressly permiƩed that theurgy, though not thaumaturgy, is allowable. We can only guess at what he would
have thought about the possibility that the ritual magic contained in the medieval grimoires might be used for holy ends.
But his general opƟmism about the ability of human beings to aƩain spiritual giŌs at least parƟally through their own
power is evidence that he would have at least entertained the possibility that such magic could be holy. Like AugusƟn,
Origen was not silent on the quesƟon of the moƟve of magic. He seems to have taken the commonsense view that magic done for good ends is good, and that done for evil ends is evil.30
Conspicuously absent from contemporary academic discussions about the state of mind of the pracƟcioners
of magic is discussion of their moƟves. Given that magic is typically performed for an express purpose, on one level, it
may seem simply unnecessary to undertake discussion of why a person would perform magic—any more than there’s a
need for academic discussion of why a person might undertake the necessary acƟons to order a cheeseburger or watch a
movie. Plainly, if a person does a ritual to obtain wealth, their goal is to obtain wealth. In the case of the pracƟce of medieval ritual magic, however, we have very few records of ceremonies actually performed. The grimoires are instrucƟon
manuals; we don’t know how oŌen the instrucƟons were actually carried out. There is need to assess why, in general, a
cleric, monk, or friar would have the sorts of goals expressed in the instrucƟons for ritual pracƟce in the grimoires.
As brieŇy menƟoned above, many of the goals of the rituals described are both understandable, and understood
as being well outside the acƟons allowable by monasƟc vows. By the Ɵme the grimoires were wriƩen down, celibacy
had been mandated for all clergy for nearly a century. Rituals to procure the love and favor of a woman, and to keep the
same a secret, would be expressly in violaƟon of this mandate if successful, and are indicaƟve of a desire to break clerical
or monasƟc vows. It may be argued that these manuscripts could simply be faithful copies of earlier works, and their
owners, though in possession of such rituals, took no acƟons to uƟlize those parts of the book. Unfortunately, there is
no way to judge the case. On the one hand, as outlined above, it has been argued that the grimoires represent a long
period of construcƟon out of sundry strains of magical tradiƟon. GoeƟa is not the only such strain to have been idenƟĮed. John Michael Greer and Christopher Warnock have traced the inŇuence of Muslim astrological magick on medieval
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ritual magic.31 Similar eīorts by other scholars are underway. The grimoires were likely produced by the very same class
of people to have used them, though it may perhaps be the case that they were produced in something like the form in
which they have survived prior to the mandate of celibacy at the second Lateran council. It strains credulity to suppose
that clerics who would Ňout admoniƟons against magic would not similarly Ňout the restricƟons of their vows, especially when those vows restrict a powerful insƟnctual drive. But on the other hand, it’s certainly the case that, despite the
anƟclericalism expressed in late medieval literature such as Dante’s Divine Comedy, there were a large number of sincere
clerics. It’s not unreasonable to suppose that at least some owners of these manuscripts were able to resist employing
those rituals at odds with their vows.
However we judge the various answers to this quesƟon, others quesƟons remain open. Human beings, cleric or
otherwise, are not usually driven by single goals. The man who breaks a vow one day may do something noble the next.
Given that monasƟcism began with the impulse to recover the perceived sincerity and holiness of the earliest ChrisƟans,
it seems reasonable to suppose that many—perhaps a great many—monks and friars were similarly sincere. The history
of the medieval period is replete with people who at least seem to have genuinely earned their status as saintly. Francis
of Assisi, MarƟn of Tours, Hildegard of Bingen, Bernard of Clairvaux, Johann van Ruysbroeck, and a vast array of others
are recognizably sincere and holy, at least by ChrisƟan standards. The noƟon, therefore, that all clerics, monks, and friars
were universally corrupt, is not sensible. If we look to the lurid rituals contained in these grimoires and see in them a
reŇecƟon of the likely moƟves of their owners, we must, to be fair, look also to the rituals whose goals are much more in
line with the ideals of monasƟcism and clericalism in the medieval period.

SecƟon IV—Spiritual Combat
An example of a goal on display in the medieval grimoires in line with the goals and plan of monasƟc or clerical
life are ritual instrucƟons for spiritual combat. Such combat, primarily with demons who came to tempt the monk, was
an important aspect of the early desert eremiƟc life. Typically, this combat would exist in two phases. In the Įrst, the
monk would be required to simply withstand the aƩack of the demon, and suīer through any possible consequences of
doing do. In the second, the monk would take the oīensive, banishing the demon and correcƟng any problems it had
caused. The source narraƟve for both phases of this combat is to be found among the gospel narraƟves of the life of Jesus. The paradigm of the Įrst phase of this combat is to be found in MaƩhew 4:1-11, which is the familiar story of Jesus’
temptaƟon in the desert. Similarly, demons would appear to tempt the hermits, most usually with sex but at Ɵmes with
promises of gold, power, or relief from suīering.32 The successful monk withstood the temptaƟon and would someƟmes
suīer retribuƟon by the demon, who would use magic to visit physical or mental disability on the stalwart hermit. The
second phase of combat is on display throughout the gospels, as Jesus exorcises demons throughout his ministry. A few
of the sayings suggest that in this second stage of combat, at least some desert monks were proĮcient to banish the
demons.33 For instance, one saying aƩributes to an anonymous anchorite the ability to banish demons through sincere
humility.34
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Oĸcially sancƟoned rites of exorcism were not formulated unƟl the ĮŌeenth century. However, enough accounts of exorcism and famous exorcists survive to indicate that clergy were oŌen called upon to exorcise demons in the
medieval period. For example, thirteenth century accounts of the Spanish saint Gonzalo de Berceo have him exorcising
no fewer than seven individuals throughout his career.35 One feature of these accounts which stands out is that not
only did Berceo and his fellow clerics understand at once the nature of the problem (i.e. possession by a demon) which
confronted them in each case, the lay people in the story seem to have had no trouble knowing what to do. When a
husband and wife become possessed, their neighbors know who to seek, suggesƟng in turn that exorcism was commonly
understood at this Ɵme.
The medieval ritual magic texts do not contain speciĮc rituals solely for the banishing of demons; rather, such
banishing is an integral component of the general structure of all such rituals. Those demons summoned to perform an
act must be sent back to their dwellings, away from the world where they might cause harm (not least to the magician
himself), once the goal of the magic is accomplished. The ritual magic texts therefore exhibit as an underlying principle
a primary and important aspect and goal of monasƟc life in general: the necessity to be skilled at combaƫng demons.
But this term “skill” contains an important point. Skills are properƟes which people own (or at least seem to own) in just
the same way that people seem to own their decisions and ability to maintain discipline. Those monks and clerics who
banished demons through the use of instrucƟons to be found in the medieval grimoires were doing so in harmony with
the goals of monasƟc life as conceived by Cassian. That is, they were exercising a skill in order to bring about a spiritual
giŌ.

SecƟon V—Conclusion
John Cassian’s view of the monasƟc life was one of the freedom of choice of the monk; and with a liƩle translaƟon, this principle could be applied to any clerical posiƟon, including that of priest or bishop. Those who undertook a
program of monasƟc contemplaƟon as laid out in the various regula of the period were taking on the work of purifying
their souls in Cassian’s view. In the tradiƟon of the desert fathers, such work was necessary before it was possible to
render genuine service to the world in accordance with the tradiƟons of ChrisƟanity. Ordained clergy, though on a separate path, were at least ostensibly aiming at the same goal. This view of spiritual vocaƟon stands in sharp contrast to the
theology of AugusƟn, whose views became dominant to the deprecaƟon of those of Cassian and Origen.
The manuscripts of medieval ritual magic contain instrucƟons for a number of goals, many of them in harmony
with the goals of monasƟc life or life as ordained clergy as envisioned by Cassian. AddiƟonally, Origen’s view of magic
was not uniformly condemnatory. This coheres with the rest of his view, in that magic, like the other pracƟces of monks
or clergy, is the exercise of the properƟes owned by the individual monk, friar, or cleric. Thus, if a monk performs a
ritual to aƩain some spiritual goal, neither the ritual nor the monk is to be condemned, since he is using his own power
to bring about a goal for which he is supposed to be striving. That AugusƟn’s view came to predominate explains the
condemnaƟon of such rituals by the church in the late medieval period, as evidenced by the records of the proceedings
of inquisitorial trials across Western Europe. But the apparent fact that at least a few monks and clerics not only assembled manuals of magic, but owned and preserved them (and presumably used them) over a long period is good indicaƟon that the views of Cassian never fully lost their currency. It is reasonable to believe that, while the moƟves of monks,
friars, and clerics to use ritual magic were likely complex, one plausible moƟve was sincere devoƟon to the ideals of monasƟcism as envisioned by Cassian. These views may well have informed a clerical underground, whose work preserved
pagan magical tradiƟon. It is tempƟng to think that this underground may have had a hand in the renewal of interest in
pagan magic, and in magic in general, which took place during the Renaissance. Whether or not this is the case is a topic
for further study.
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Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.

In an effort to work closely with our Brothers and Sisters nearby,
and to aid Local Bodies in a continual drive for promulgation of both
the Law of Thelema and local custom manifesting the Law of Thelema, the editorial staff of Ophiuchus have decided to pioneer a joint
effort for publications among local O.T.O. Bodies in the Southern
and Southwestern United States whereby content from local members, as well as public event schedules, may be freely shared among
these bodies for their local publications. This, we hope, may give
traveling Thelemites and curious wanderers an opportunity to see
what may await them among the O.T.O Bodies in these respective
cities, as well as potentially even inspire a visit to our Brethren next
door.
The first of these joint efforts will come between Sekhet Bast Ra
Oasis, right here in Oklahoma City, and Alombrados Oasis, in New
Orleans, Louisiana.
Alombrados is a rich and diverse group comprised of beautiful people.
Their Temple, and a local Gnostic Mass or other event, is certainly
something that comes highly recommended should you find yourself
in the Magical city of New Orleans.
Without further ado, I bid welcome to Alombrados premier presence
in our publication. Enjoy!

Love is the law, love under will.
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Krewe What Thou Wilt Announcement
Cari Fratres et Sorores,
Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law.
We are very pleased to announce that Krewe What Thou Wilt, the official Thelemic
Mardi Gras Krewe of Alombrados Oasis in the Valley of New Orleans, is entering
its second year. Our purpose is to celebrate and promulgate Thelema within and
beyond our beautiful Crescent City. We are an inner-krewe of Krewedelusion, “a parade with a purpose on the night of delusion,” a surrealist and satirical parade that
marches the first parading night of the season. On January 23, 2016 we will follow
our usual route through the historic French Quarter and Marigny neighborhoods,
where we will “laissez les bons temps rouler”--“let the good times roll.”
Mardi Gras is ostensibly a Pagan celebration of a Christian holiday. While it specifically refers to the Tuesday before Lent, a solemn period of mortification leading
up to Easter Sunday, it is simultaneously a seemingly inexplicable bacchanalian
orgy of revelry worthy of Pagan Rome. It is a celebration of life that harkens back
to rites of spring and fertility, similar to the festivals of Saturnalia and Lupercalia. Just beneath the crowds of grotesque masks and colorful costumes, the elaborate
floats carrying frenzied masqueraders, and the overall spirit of exuberance and
merriment, lies a question mark. For what? Is Mardi Gras really just loosely sanctioned pre-Lent hedonism? For us, this is not some benign curiosity; it is an incongruity that screams out for a meaning greater than that provided by the liturgical
calendar of a bygone aeon.
We believe the existence of a Thelemic Mardi Gras Krewe that marches yearly in
a popular parade to be a highly effective, albeit novel, vehicle for promulgation of
Thelema. Writing to Hymenaeus Alpha in August of 1945, Crowley asserted: “It
is necessary to broaden the scope of the presentation of the Law of Thelema so that
people of all types may be able to appreciate that particular part which they can
understand.” More recently, the Supreme and Holy King, Sabazius X°, further elucidated this approach towards promulgation: “While we have no duty to ‘convert,’
20

we do have a duty to disseminate the Law as widely as possible throughout human
society, not just within specific sub-cultures, classes, and social groups.“ (“Notes on
Promulgation of the Law of Thelema”, Agape, Volume 10, Issue 4, February 2009
e.v.).
If anything can be gleaned from the preceding, it is that a Mardi Gras Krewe is an
excellent medium for promulgation because of its unique ability to reach a multitude
of people with divergent interests and backgrounds, with a message that is direct
and easily understood. It is also a lot of fun. Last year was our inaugural parade.
Among our “throws” were hundred of copies of Liber Oz and other literature. We
were seen by thousands of people, many of whom had never heard of Thelema.
Our theme was “The Aeon of Horus,” a spiritual message concerned with self-realization, dominated by the principal of the crowned and conquering child. “The Aeon
of Horus is here: and its first flower may well be this: that, freed of the obsession
of the doom of the Ego in Death, and of the limitation of the Mind by Reason,
the best men again set out with eager eyes upon the Path of the Wise, the mountain track of the goat, and then the untrodden Ridge, that leads to the ice-gleaming
pinnacles of Mastery!” (Aleister Crowley, “Mastery”, Little Essays Towards Truth,
1938 e.v.).
Membership in O.T.O. or Alombrados Oasis is not a prerequisite for membership
in Krewe What Thou Wilt, and everyone is invited to join our ranks. If you are not
able to make it down to New Orleans, please consider supporting our GoFundMe
campaign, which can be found at http://www.gofundme.com/tghdv8. For more
information, or to become a member of Krewe What Thou Wilt, please visit our
Facebook Page or write to krewewhatthouwilt@gmail.com. Help us make Krewe
What Thou Wilt 2016 an extraordinary celebration of the principles of Thelema.
Love is the Law, love under will.
Krewe What Thou Wilt
Written by Scott Holley (Krewe What Thou Wilt Captain) and Ariel Moon (Krewe
What Thou Wilt Treasurer).
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Routine Awakening
Did you ever wake up from a night without dreams

On a couch with one cushion that’s split at the seams
And ask yourself in a spontaneous rage
Why you chose a life in a cage?
I did.

I thought that I should just get up and go,
Y
ou know,

But where?

But ‘where’ implies a ‘there’
And ‘there’ a place to be;

Precisely what this morning tantrum prompted me to flee.
So.... “to go” and not “to be”;

A destination found in motion:
A definition of destiny.
The motion- a passion
The passion- a pain
22

The pain- inexpressible
Expression- the same.
The same is to rest
To rest is to die.

Long live the restless.
How restless am I?

Some seek to know the meaning of life

But to know is to rest on the point of a knife

Whose edge is the infinite ignorance of Man

That slew truth the moment the questions began.
All I know is nothing; that I found in an embrace
First of fear, then of a lover
Then of Death’s cold face

Then of nothing
And nothing.
It’s nothing

-Poem by Jay Cox
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Magic Square Puzzle
For the method of solution see Agrippa’s “Three Books of Occult Philosophy” and “Sepher Sephiroth”. The Square and the Riddle have the same
answer. The ¿rst correct answer to be submitted to alombrados.oto@
gmail.com wins a free T-shirt from Alombrados Oasis.

Riddle:
If you seek me by the 115 degree heat of the day, even with the intelligence of a virgin, I will reveal myself to you.
-Puzzle by Frater ARLA
24
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Liber LXXVII
“the law of
the strong:
this is our law
and the joy
of the world.”
—AL. II. 21.

“Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.”
—AL. I. 40.
“thou hast no right but to do thy will. Do that, and no
other shall say nay.” —AL. I. 42–3.
“Every man and every woman is a star.” —AL. I. 3.
There is no god but man.
1. Man has the right to live by his own law—
to live in the way that he wills to do:
to work as he will:
to play as he will:
to rest as he will:
to die when and how he will.
2. Man has the right to eat what he will:
to drink what he will:
to dwell where he will:
to move as he will on the face of the earth.
3. Man has the right to think what he will:
to speak what he will:
to write what he will:
to draw, paint, carve, etch, mould, build as he will:
to dress as he will.
4. Man has the right to love as he will:—
“take your fill and will of love as ye will,
when, where, and with whom ye will.” —AL. I. 51.
5. Man has the right to kill those who would thwart these rights.
“the slaves shall serve.” —AL. II. 58.
“Love is the law, love under will.” —AL. I. 57.
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Tempestate Silentio
Silence wake.
Silence break.
Silence make me oath to take.
Take in vain,
No more pain,
No more shame,
No more game.
Make it plain,
Silence stops.
Words Alive,
Door to knock.
Silence……..
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